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Introduction

There are two primary reasons to grow plants in an orbiting
satellite: 1) To study basic gravitational biology; that is, to study possible plant re-
sponses to the near absence of accelerational forces (usually called microgravity -
although accelerational forces are closer to microgravity). 2) To achieve maximum
yields of edible plant products for future use in a bioregenerative life support
system (a Controlled Ecological Life Support System - CELSS). In America and
Western Europe, most space research with plants has been motivated by basic
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gravitational biology^ althoqgh the work is often justified with reference to a CELSSapplication. In the formerToviet union and apparentry aiso in Bulgaria, ,t,roi.,with plants in _space have been more strongry tirlrtiuut.f Uv irt. cEL"sS ;h;il."g;
than by that of fundamental biology.
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Goals of our experiment

Two approaches must be taken to solve the problem of envi-
ronmental stresses in space experiments: First, the environmental conditions and
the stresses- and strains that they produce must be carefully documented. Irradi-
ance levels are typically low and may or may not be the same as those used in
ground controls. ,A,lthough many environmental measurements have been ma,1e,
the desirable level of documentation has never been achieved. Second, available
technology should be applied to reduce the levels of stress as much as possible.

With these ideas in mind, our current experiment on Mir has the followrLng
goals:

1. To grow Super-Dwarf wheat through a complete life cycle in the Russian-
Bulgarian plant growth chamber Svet in the Krystal module of Mir. As nol.ed
above in relation to Arabidopsls, it has long been a goal of space biologists to grow
a plant through a complete life cycle in microgravity. Our current experiment rlid
not achieve this goal, butwe will strive to achieve it during 1996 (see below).

. 2. To document the environmental parameters that might impact plant grov'rth
(in addition to microgravity): CO, concentrations (potentially allowing measure-
ment of photosynthesis and respiration), water vapor (allowing measurement of
transpiration), irradiance levels, leaf (infrared) and air temperatures, oxygen, total
cabin pressures, and substrate moisture conditions (16 moisture probes in the root
module).

3, To collect various samples and photographs for analysis on the ground.
This goal should allow us to document the strains experienced in response to
whatever stresses are measured.

4. To improve conditions for plant growth as much as possible. Paramount in
this goal is to utilize the 16 moisture probes to maintain ideal moisture levels in
the root module. We have also added Mylar (mirror) reflectors to the walls of S'vet
to increase irradiance levels. In general, however, future effort will be required to
further improve conditions for plant growth, specifically the high levels of CO, and
the relatively low irradiance.

Hardware for "Project Greenhouse"

Svet was designed jointly by scientists at the Institute of
Biomedical Problems in Moscow and the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Spa ce
Research Institute. There is about 0,1 m2 of plant growing area. A modified
computer controls the photoperiod and the automatic watering system. l\ir
circulates to cool the lamps and to hold temperatures close to those in the
cabin. An improved version of Svet was developed and delivered in 1995. In
addition to many technological improvements, it allows a wider range of pho-
toperiods and has about twice as much irradianbe as the original version of
Svet.

Under the direction of Cail Bingham in the Space Dynamics Laboratory at
Utah Slate University" an environmental data system has been developed. This

- 
Stress can be defined as any environmental parameter that limits plant growth below its genr:tic

potential (or less rigorously, below the yield and quality levels observed under "normal" conditions
on earth). By analogy to physical science, the actual reduction in yields or other measured plant
oarameters mav be referred to as strain.
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Table I

Schedule for "Project Greenhouse"

Spektr

STS-7I

Mir 19 and Mir 20

STS-74

STS.76

Priroda Module

NASA.3

STS-79

STS-81

Docked with Mii June 1, 1995

July 7, 1995

August to November, 1995

November, 1995

March 21, 1996

April, 1996

July to December, 1996

August 1,1996

December 5, 1996

Equipment delivered

Delivered root module and seeds

Experiment "Greenhouse 2a" a

proof-of-concept experiment to tesl

the hardware, obtain Plant data

Return of root module and

plant samp.les

Launch: root module, fixation kit,

logbook kit

Launch new light block, controller,

and spare parts

Seed-to-seed experiment;

second planting (35 d)

Launch hard disc Ns2

Recover samples from seed-to-

seed experiment Plus the

second planting (3 5-daY-old

plants frozen in GN, freezer

for subsequent chemical analysis)

The experiment involved four kinds of procedures carried. out in space: 
_

1. Recording of environmental data, This was discussed above. As noted, the
parameters included so
of the Bulgarian root
(two sensors placed bel
dioxide and oxygen co
sufe.
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the schedule shown in Table 2. Althoug
discussion below), plants were sampled
fxed in chemicai hiative for subsequent anatomical analysis on earth, and some
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plants (first two stages) or excess materials were placed into desiccant bags where
they were dried; dried plant material can be analyzed for such parameterJas min-
eral element content, cellulose, and lignin. At the time the simples were taken,
plants were to be placed on a leaf scanner that measures leaf area. This would
allow us to document growth rate and would also provide areas necessary in the
expression -of photosynthetic and respiratory data. As noted this procednr" r"u,
not carried out in 1995; we are working on ways to measure leaf areas of the
returned lxed samples.

4' Final harvest. In the seed-to-seed experiments, the goal was to harvest ma-
ture plants with viable seeds. These plants were to be placJd in desiccant bags for
final drying and to prevent g.rowqh of fungi. Because mitrrre plants are dry unl*uy,it is not necessary, to use chemical fixatives. There wer" no seed.s or even steriie

see discussion bellow), but the available
as planned. (Some fungal growth was

esiccant bag; apparently the sides of the
vapor could not move from the rrlant
plants (1996 experiment), fresh plants

rned to earth. Excess material if there is

sperm nuclei. We realized, on the other
nteresting stage in the plant's life cycle,
n of the final seeds. Thus it was decided
period of gametogenesis to fertilization,
rogress.

T able 2

Sampling schedule for the seed-to-seed experiments

Prefl oral: 6-day-old seedlings

Early floral: l3-day-old, young plants

Boot stage: ca.30-day-old plants
(crew determines)

Anthesis: ca. 45-day-old plants

Seed Filling: ca. 60-day-old plants

Prefl oral: 6-day-old seedlings

Early floral: I 3-day-old, young plants

Boot stage: ca: 30-day-old plants
(crew determines)

Gametogenesis/Anthesis:

ca. 42-day-olil plants

Pollination/Fertilization:

ca. 49-day-old plants

Original sampling schedule Modified sampling schedule
(As of September 12, 1995 in Moscow)
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The 1995 Experiment (Mir t9-20)

As this manuscript is being prepared, "Project Greenhouse,
1995" has just been completed, To summarize, there were several failures of tlie
Svet hardware sent to Mir in 1990, but enough of the problems were overcome tlo
keep the plants growing during the 90-day interval from seed planting to harvest.
No heads were formed, however, so sampling times were arbitrary and not based
on visible, developmental stages. The following outlines the experiment as events
were reported to us (or as we participated):

Events during Greenhouse 2

l. August 7. Cosmonauts initiate installation of the Utah equipment for "Greenhouse 2." We planned a daily
transfer of data to earth via MIPS (Mir Interface to Payload Systems), but the MIPS system was tested and failed.

2. August 8, The setup for Svet and the Gas Exchange Measurement System (GEMS) was completed.
3. August 9. Svet and GEMS were provided with power.
4. August 10. "Program 1" was run to tost the Svet hardware.
5. August 1 1 . Cosmonaut Nikolai Budarin, who was assigned to our project, initiated "Program 2" on the

Svet controller; this program adds water to the root module. The moisture sensors reported that cuvette ifsl
received too little water; cuvctte Nq2 received more but only about half of the desired amount.

6. August I 3. (Aug. 13 is assumed to be day zero.) Program 2 had been initiated again, providing sufficie,nt
water to cuvette N91 but too much to cuvette water to cuvette Ns2. Seeds were planted,

7. Augustl4(dayl).Thelightswereturnedon("Program3"),andthreeofthesixlampsinthelightunit,
specifically those over cuvette Ns 1, shut down after a brieffunctioning period. These lamps remained off, and a forth
lamp also failed although we are not sure exactly when this oocurred. Continued tests ofthe MIPS system failed.

8. Augustl5(day2).TheBalkaninewasstilltoowetincuvetteJ\!2althoughcuvetteNelhadaboutthe
right amount ofwater. The excess water in cuvette Ne2 may have inhibited germination. It was concluded that the
leafbags (properly called cuvettes, but this term has also been applied to the two compartments that make up
the root module) were restricting the flow of cooling air by the lamps and probably caused the malfunctioning of
half of the lamps. Thus the leaf bags were removed, and the GEMS was hooked up to run in looped-back mocle.
It provided analytical data of CO2 levels in the Krysral module, but photosynthesis measurernents were not
possible for this experiment (Modified bags have been designed and constructed to allow more airflow past the
lamps. They will be sent to Mir for the 1996 experiment.) It is not clear, however, that the lamp failure was
caused by restricted air flow caused by the leaf bags. Temperature data indicate that the lamps overheated twice
after the Ieaf bags were removed (ca. days 6 and 40). This apparently occurred because the fan that was suppos ed

to cool the lamps when offand had to be restarted by the cosmonauts. In any case, plants were subjected to high
temperatures (at least 45oC) twice during their growth cycle, and this may have had profound effects on t.he

course of their development.
9. Augustl6(day3).TheSverautomaticcontrollerfailedbecauseofanoverloadedpowersupplycausedby

the non-functioning lamps. Hence, the system had to be operated in manual mode (i.e., lamps and the water supp,ly
system had to be turned on and off by the cosmonauts). The lamps over cuvette i\,lbl were confirmed dead.

10. August 17 (day 4). Germinating seedlings were about 1 cm tall. The Svet controller still failed to functicn,
and lights were turned offwhen the cosmonaut retired and on again upon arising. Thus plants received about l6 h

of light and 8 h of darkness each day - a photoperiod too short to promote rapid development of flowers and seed
h eads. (Lights were left on over night five limes: ca. days 5 1 , 64,7 6, 82 and 89.) Plants were watered for about 5 s in
the morning; the root modules were very wet. The GEMS moisture sensors were used to determine the daily water
doses. Data from the computer screen were radioed orally to earth. These data indicated that all sensors were
functional and properly installed, Actually, the equipment had not been properly grounded, and this led to errone-
ous data, noted in the next entry.

ll.August 18 (day 5). Cuvette Is1 had 36 healthy plants (reduced-light side); cuvette J\b1 had 10 planrs,
and a fungal growth was noted on the wicks (determined to be harmless). (The seed strips sent to Mir had 1)6

seed; thus, each cuvette had 52 seeds for a total of 104 seeds in Svet.) The light sensors suggested that light
levels, in spite of the lamp failures, were higher than in the ground studies. It now appears that the
overheating that caused the lamps to flail also upset the irradiance sensors because the controller was not
electrically grounded. When a ground was hooked up (ca. day 36), irradiance was seen to be very lo,w.
(There is a possibility that lamps function more efficiently in microgravity because of the lack of internal
convection, but such an effect was not sufficient to provide ample Iight in this experiment.) The relative
hum.idity in the core module of Mir was about 65 % and about 50 % in the Krysral module where Svet is
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Iocated Temperature increased to about 2SoC because of an oven experiment located next to Svet (23oC is
ideal for wheat). The cosmonauts reported that the camera bracket we had specially designed and. con-
structed to take stereo photographs was lost somewhere on Mir. It was subsequrntly located but too late to
take the desired pictures.

12. August 21 (day 8). The root modules were both drying out. There was a question about whether seeds
should be replanted in cuvette Ns2; the decision was delayed pending more informati,on.

13. August 22 (day 9). More seeds germinated mosily in cuvette Np2 as the over-wet substrate drjed out. The
irradiance sensors reported 450 pmol m'2 s'r in cuvette Ns1 and 650 pmol m-2 s'r in cuvette J1b2; this made us very
optimistic until the sensor malfunction was finally deduced. Because corrections must still be made to the recorded
data, exact figures for irradiance al the plant level are not available; irradiance was probably about 1 00 pmol m-2 s-r or
less' In ground tests, irradiance levels were 250 pmol m'2 s-r, which was sufficient but not as high as might be desired.
Photographs were taken but unfortunately without the camera bracket.

14' August 24 (day 11). There were 40 plants in cuvette Nol (20/row) and 17 plants in cuvette No2 (row I : 6;
row 2 : 1 1)' The plants in cuvette Ns2 that germinated later than those in cuvette Nsi seemed to be catching up. Thisis probably because they were receiving somewhat more light, The decision was made not to replant seeds in
cuvette N!2.

15' August 26 (day l3). Plants were about 8 cm tall and appeared quite healthy. They had reached the 3-leaf
stage' Six plants were placed in chemical fixative and three were placed into desiccant bags (first sampling). This
stage was to have been the prefloral stage, but r3-day old plants usually have passed thar srage.

I 6' August 3 1 (day 1 8)' Four plants were fixed and three dried at the 3 or i-leaf stage (second sampling). This
was to be the early floral stage, but only examination of samples will tell us if the plants had initiated floralprimordia.

, 17' September 3 (day 21)' The Svet controller completely failed so that it became impossible to turn on thelights or to add water to the substrate. This led to a frantic weekend in which Bingham at the space DynamicsLaboratory communicated with Ivanova in Bulgaria and with our Russian coinvestigitors. The problem was finally
diagnosed as low voltage (9 v) . A way was devised to provide 12 v from the utah power
supply by connecting the appr er clips. Afier 33 h of darkness, the lights were back on,
everything was vorking, and the video recording was telemetered to earth, but reception waspoor. Nevertheless, it was possible to see that the plants did indeed appear healthy.

18' September 6 or 7 (day 24 ot 25). Soyuz docked with Mir, and Yuri Gazenko replacing Budarin.l9 Septembet 1 I or 12 (day 29 or 30).Budarin returned the hard disc from the notebook controller, allowing
us to examine complete environmental data for de first :onth of the experiment (data that should have been sentto earth via MIPS).

20. September I 6 (day 34). Four plants were lixed and two dried
in the boot stage (third sampling).

At this age, plants would normally have been

2l September18(day36).Avideowastakenshowingtheequipmentandtheplants,whichappearedtobea
normal green color (although color balance ofthe lights makes this somewhat unceriain). The planis were growing
in all direclions, more like crab grass than whear! Of course they did not have of gravity toorient them; apparently they did not grow directly toward the lamps because Sv ror Mylar so

liT.::l:,tr"l essentially all directions (as we had ptanned with our Russian c rhe tighr theprants recerved).
22' october 5 (day 53). The stems and flag leaves (attached to the head, ifa head had formed) ofsix plants

were chemically fixed and theremaining leaves were placed in desiccant bags (fourth sampling). This was to te thegametogenesis stage ifplants had developed as they do on earth, but as noted, heads failed to form.
23 october21 (day69).Anothervideowastaken,againshowingafairlygoodgreencoloroftheplants.

, 24' october 25 (day l3). Six stems and flag leaves were fixed and excess material dried at what would have
been the pollination/fertilization stage (fifth sampling).

. 25' November 8 (day 87). The experimellt was terminated, and plants were harvested into drying bags. Noheads were visible to the cosmonauts.
26' November 12. The U.S. Shuttle Atlantis, srs-74, was launched to dock with Mir. During subsequent days,samples and equipment (root r')odule, lamp bank, controller) were transferred. to srs-74.

...-^,^11'-"::ttler 20. Samples were returned to earth at Kennedy Space center and divided among U.S. and
Kussran tnvestlsators.

28' November 27 to December 1, 1995, A science meeting was held at the NASa Ames Research Center,
rnia, to discuss the 1995
following U.S. and Rus 

Attending

student), Sytchev, Levin ' walkYria

Space Center. Personnel from Ames included Bubenheim 
t Kennedy

Savage, Schnepp, and rverskaya (interpreter). ' 
Pletcher'
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Synchronized ground control and post-flight
experiment procedures

After the hard discs from the controlling notebook com-
puter were returned to earth, it became possible to work up detailed sets of data
on the environmental parameters that were recorded. This has been accomplished
to a large extent. We have documented when the lights were actually functioning,
levels of moisture in the root module, air and plant (infrared) temperatures, aLnd

other factors. These data make it possible to establish a svnchronized srou.nd
control in which temperatures, CO, levels, light, etc. are duplicated. Such-a con-
trol was discussed in some detail among U.S. and Russian investigators at the
meeting at the NASA Ames Research Center following return of the samples a,nd
data. The synchronized ground control will be carried out in Moscow and a simi-
lar study will be done at NASA Ames under the direction of Bubenheim, who ivill
not have a copy of Svet to use but who has capabilities to control pressure and lgas
composition somewhat more accurately than will be possible in Moscow.

When the root module was returned to earth, it was examined by several team
members (Yendler, Bingham, Podolsky, Levinskikh, Ivanova, Chernova, Salisb'ury
Bubenheim, and Campbell). The goal was to examine distribution of water and the
presence of microorganisms. The Balkanine in cuvette Ns2 was wet enough (about
2l to 27 Yo of dry mass) that water might have been redistributed during the
accelerational forces of landing and while standing before delivery to us; bottrcm
layers were wetter than upper layers, suggesting that this was the case. The Balkanine
in cuvette Nol appeared only slightlywet; moisture contentvaried from about 17 to
19 % of the dry mass. (Note the rather narrow range of wetness from "slightly wet"
to "very wet" appearance; this range roughly represents most of the water tharl is
available to plants.) Analysis of the data from the soil-moisture probes (recorded on
the hard discs) indicated that there was a sharp range in moisture content, with the
Balkanine close to the wicks where the seeds were planted being very wet, essentizLlly
at full saturation, whereas the Balkanine some distance away was fairly dry. This r,vas

not apparent in the module returned to earth, but there was much time (about two
weeks) for water to be redistributed after the final watering.

Some chemical analvsis will be carried out to studv the available nutrients a.nd
other soil characteristics of the Balkanine. Procedures have been discussed at leng;th,
but budgetary considerations may limit how much can be done.

Fixed and dried samples were distributed to U.S. and Russian investigaticrs
for microscopic analysis. Some of the dried material will be examined for nutrir:nt
elements, celiulose, lignin, etc. These analyses will be carried out in Russia, Ut:ah
and NASA Ames Research Center. The frozen material, to be returned in late
1996, will be analyzed for plant hormones (abscisic acid, indoleacetic acid, several
cytokinins), free amino acids, and other chemicals. Although at the time of this
writing the samples have not been examined anatomically or biochemically as
planned, a striking initial observation was that there were no visible heads al-
though the plants remained alive in the low light conditions for 90 days until lhe
final harvest. Under such low light conditions on earth, plants have always fornLed
heads even though there were often no seeds in the heads. We plan to study at least
three factors thal could have led to the continued vegetative itate in Miri (t) Clur
ground studies under low light have always had continuous light, and it is known
that long photoperiods strongly promote flowering in wheat, including Super-dwarf.
(2) Brief treatment with high temperature. 'Such temperatures (45oC or higher)
occurred twice the first time when the plants were only seedlings; such tempera-
tures could have destroyed the flowering process. (3) Witer logg6d'substrate.iack
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of oxygen around the roots can lead to ethylene production, and ethylene inhibits
flowering in many.species. As noted above, ie Bal'kanine was super-salurated much
of the time, especially where the roots were located.

Exp eriment verifi cation test

An experiment
tute of Biomedical Problems from F

the lights and control
eriment (but, because
experiment). The subs
attached. All scheduled samples and photographs were taken.

For the first time in six or seven similar but somewhat less elab"oraie t.i"lr, ti;;;were he.a-lthy all the way to harvests. It was felt that the soil-moisture prober;;a;
it possible to maintain a near ideal substr and nhoto_h well except

't"., d"uir.d ro overcom. ,",lTt#l?,t 3i
easurements were obtained. In a some-
us photosynthesis measurements should

eo.
ent verification test, and some modifica-

Greenhouse". The kits are: fixative,.nrf"{r1l ;:illJffi:dry stowage, log book, and observation (phot e ieaf_arei_
measurement may be dropped if we can obtain reliable measurements on fixed
plants.)

Some ground-based research

r i e d o ut in M o s c ow, #xilt r"'J,t' ",] ;[11,"il: :l l'^fr iTtTf' }," t * il : Jr. a ;?J;
3_s 

prgparation for interpretation of results obtained from the flight experit"";i;
[B-10]. For example, at Utah Stale University six, foam-board svit mobkups are

lntrolled rooms. Various substrates have

In d the uniformity among the
various
in Mir, :3:+lf:if,:ll,'"",'J:,:1i;'j
serious have clearly OocumenteJinepromot the rate of flower develooment.

ffi fl l,*i, )ff*. f;m i y,: ffn i frt i1
ubstrates (e.g., glass beads).
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Oruex.qaHe Ha rr[reHurla copr "Cy[ep-AxyAnce"
Ha pycKara op'LrranHa craHrllrfl, *I0{I4P"

(flpoerr "Opanxepux")

(Dpaurc Canuc6opu, fetin Euuzxa*t,
Vilnnn Kaun6en, ,[trcou Kapuau,
Cmueou Epayu, Jluuda lunecnu, flau Xon,
Bttadu*tup Cuqee, LIzop flodoncrcu,
Mapeapuma JfesuHcKu,,\eilsud Ey6euxeitu,
Eopuc Eudrtep

(Pesror"re)

B crarusra e o[LrcaH eKcrrepr.rMeHTbr "Opan)Kepr4fl. |2",
rlpoBeAeH Ha op6uTanHara cTa]f.]q/'s."Mt4p", IIo SyHAaMeHTaJrHprs.6uoloruqen IIpo€:KT
Mup-Illarrr'95. ErcneplrMeHrsr e craprvpaH Ha 10 aBrycr 1995 r. or Ig-rkre. H
rrpoAbJrxeH or 20-Trrs. eKlrrrax Ha "Mup". Tofi e onrar Aa ce orrJreAa rrrxeHr.,rqa copr
"Cynep-AxyAxe" rro BpeMe Ha eAI{H rlsJr BererarlzoHeH ur,rKbJr r,r Aa ce ercrreprrMeHTr{pa
ailapaTypaTa 3a KoHrpon[paHe rrapaMeTpHre Ha cpeAara, cb3AaAeHa B yHr{Bepcr,rTerra
B rrlar IOra, CAIII (Jtra6oparopr{.f, rro KocMlrrrecKa Au:eal.ztnna) rr MoHTlrpaHa KbM
6urapcrara KocMr{rrecKa opaHxep[r "CBer", Crarusra3acflta o6qara opraHrd3aur.ur
r,r HayqHHTe pe3yJrTaTr,r oT eKcleprrMeHTa. llpe,4craneuo e rroApo6Ho olrrcaHtre Ha
eKcneprlMeHTa "OpaHXepkrs,2", Toql{o KaKTo cb6l,ITuflTa cz6usrurtpegasaHLr]f'a 3e\a-s'ra.

.{a4eua e c:bruo nporpaMara Ha PycKo-,,A,Mepr,rKaHo-Er,rrapcxrd.rr npoeKT "OpaHxepkll".




